
 

CANDIDATE JP
Nationality Desired ContractExperience LevelAge Range

"New Grad - 3 years " Kiwi (to 12months)26 - 30South African Female

Clinic Disciplines and Areas of Experience

Musculoskeletal, Sports, Women's health, Paediatric, Geriatric, Orthopaedics (pre & post operative),
Leading exercise classes, Neurology 

Who am I ?

Hello, I grew up in the diversity of South Africa, with a heart of Indian heritage! Hardworking,
determined and creative! I would describe myself in that way for sure. I consider myself to be
extremely hardworking for things that are worth working towards. I dislike conflict and do struggle
with confrontation, however I am able to stand up for what is right and have a fierce spirit when it
comes to something I am passionate about.  
 
I believe physiotherapy to be "Making life worth living, despite the disabilities pathologies and
challenges in the physical health of one's being". I strongly believe in the education of my patients,
and promotion of health. Growing up in an Indian heritage, we have our own sets of beliefs when it
comes to health and having the evidence base knowledge now makes me realize how combining
the two can be optimal to one's desired health benefits!  
 
My bubbly outgoing nature has always made work a bubbly place and allowed me to make friends
very easily. I wear my heart on my sleeve, and hold my passion for my profession up with pride! 
 

Interests

Dancing, drawing/painting, enjoy sunsets and evening walks, socializing with a group of friends, self-care
days with pamper routines (bath, face masks, etc) and movies, exploring new places, listening to
podcasts on any topics I can come across and I love watching cricket. 

CPD to NotePhysio Interests
I feel my liking to particular fields like Paediatrics;
Neurology; Women's Health; in patient (pre and
post ) Orthopedics are fueled with passion,
however I do enjoy knowledge on other fields as I
believe we can never learn enough.  
 

Pediatrics : NDT courses  
Adult Neurology (Bobath Course )  
Women's Health (Pelvic floor dysfunction courses
and others)  
 
Any other interesting courses depending on the
demand and benefits of it within the area I work
in. 
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Quotes from References 

Accuracy / Timeliness 
and 

Workload 
 
 

Strengths 
 
 

Further Comments 

Candidate JP was able to adapt easily to change within her environment and
she was able to understand that change is necessary for growth. At her young
age she was more adaptable than most people. Welcomed any challenges she
faced. 

Empathetic, compassionate, organised and curious. 

Candidate JP is an open, spontaneous, outgoing person. Task orientated and
follows protocol. She admits when she made a mistake or forgot something.
Eager to learn. Always willing to help and to be involved. 

Work Values Assessment

 Work Values Work Values Results

Candidate JP scores high on work relationships
and seeks an environment where she can build
strong relationships with friendly, supportive co-
workers. This relates to her value of working
conditions. She wants to work in a pleasant,
comfortable environment. Pleasant physical
surroundings and relationships in important to her.
Candidate JP also scores above average on
altruism, indicating that she values opportunities to
devote herself to helping others. 
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Career Values  

Value 1 
 
 

Value 2  
 
 

Value 3 

SUPPORT - Thrives when comfortable with the style of management and 
manager is considerate, competent and fair. 

ACHIEVEMENT - Wants to see results and get a feeling of accomplishment. 

RELATIONSHIPS - Opportunities to build strong relationships with friendly 
and supportive co-workers. Prefers an environment where one can build 
relationships with colleagues and patients. 

Temperament Typology Explained  Temperament Typology

Candidate JP is a Dolphin with strong Elephant
traits which indicates that she is very people
orientated. Her extrovert qualities show in her
emotional, warm personality that likes social
interaction at work. Her introverted side makes
her a committed, hard worker and careful
decision maker. Candidate JP communicates
enthusiastically and expressively. In conflict she
will preserve the relationship and not hurt other’s
feelings by giving into their wishes. 

Temperament Typology ResultTemperament Graphic

                                              Working with the Ligament Team 

When working with the Ligament team, we have found Candidate JP to
have a great writing style. She has worked on her time management skills
and responds well to constructive feedback. Candidate JP has an
enthusiasm for life that is evident in all her communication and work. She
would be a great addition to any team.


